Terrazza Pure
The cubic glass patio roof
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Awnings     Patio roofs     Glasoasen®
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Spectacular design – sophisticated technology: behind the modern cubic

AMBIENCE

style of roof on the Terrazza Pure there is an extremely innovative design.
Standard patio roofs are designed angled so that rainwater can drain off. But
not the Terrazza Pure! Here the pitch is integrated into the frame construction
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Honoured with:

and is therefore invisible from the outside. The result: a clear, cubic design combined with reliable drainage. Terrazza Pure is the perfect solution for anyone
who wants to enjoy lots of natural light on their patio and appreciates reliable,
modern designed weather protection at the same time.

Design your patio to suit your personal taste!
For the space on your patio to become your own personal feel-good spot,
doesn’t just require sophisticated design but also an atmospheric mood.
Terrazza Pure offers both. The cubic elegance is complemented perfectly by
high-quality decorative strips and the unique lighting concept for posts and
roof supports.

EXCLUSIVE DECORATIVE STRIPS

PURE INNOVATION
The new rectangular
construction
is the result of
weinor’s unique glass
support system.

Frame colour WT 029/60740

ENJOY LIFE AL FRESCO
Enjoy your patio from the first day
of spring until well into autumn:
weinor’s Terrazza Pure patio roof will
keep you well sheltered from the
wind and other elements. And your
patio furniture can remain outside
without being damaged.

With the 5 decorative strips (silver aluminium, copper aluminium, brown aluminium, brass aluminium and anthracite aluminium) you can break totally
new ground with your patio design.
The anodised aluminium material gives
your Terrazza Pure an elegant look.
The decorative strips can be integrated:
•	Across the entire length of the posts’
outsides
•	On the underside of the centre roof
support
•	Sideways on the outer roof supports

A HIGH-QUALITY LOOK

ATMOSPHERE

NUMEROUS LIGHT OPTIONS

You can create a patio to suit
your personal taste using the
weinor decorative strips. The
Terrazza Pure posts and roof
supports can be designed with
these.

LIGHT

Plan your own lighting concept!
Where would you like to fit the
coloured LED strips? To the roof supports or rather the posts? Or even
both? No problem! weinor has a va
riety of options so you can immerse
your patio in the right light.
You can choose where to create the
coloured light accents:
•	On the outside of the upper or
lower posts
•	On the underside of the roof support, e.g alternating with the decorative strips of your choice too.

PLAY WITH COLOURS
Are you more in the mood for
green today or rather blue? With
the high-quality LED strips you
are guaranteed to set the right
tone. Your light is distributed
evenly resulting in an incomparable atmosphere. Choose from
48 colours and 3 shades of
white!

LIGHT IS LIFE
Present you patio to look spectacular! Whether
it’s colourful or white light – you create effective
accents on your patio with the high-quality
coloured LED strips integrated into the posts and
roof supports.

The integrated LED lighting can be
conveniently controlled and dimmed
using the weinor BiConnect radio
control, the colours can be set at the
press of a button.

LED lighting in
upper post

LED lighting in
lower post

Frame colour WT 029/71289 | Decorative strip copper aluminium

Frame colour RAL 9006 | Decorative strips silver aluminium
Sottezza II: Pattern 3-718

STAY

OUTDOORS

Enjoy the al fresco life – even when it gets cooler! With the w17 easy full glass
sliding door you transform your Terrazza Pure into a weinor Glasoase®.
You don’t have to retreat into the house as the days get colder quite yet. Simply fit the
frameless w17 easy full glass sliding door from weinor to your Terrazza Pure, later on
too. As a result, you can enjoy your patio protected from the wind and other elements
on sunny winter days too – with an unobstructed view of nature.* It’s even cosier in the
weinor Glasoase® with the Tempura heating system.
*	The weinor Glasoase® is a cold conservatory system that protects the patio from the wind and rain
but is not another living room.

White snow is BEAUTIFUL AND SAFE on the
Terrazza Pure glass roof. The construction can
be designed for extremely high snow loads.

PRIVACY AND

GLARE PROTECTION

The VertiTex II vertical awning can be used for the best possible privacy, glare

The weinor my collections and
screens by weinor® fabric collections
have the right awning pattern to
suit every taste and any application.

and sun protection all the way round the Terrazza Pure.
Would you like to be protected from prying eyes and dazzling light from the sides and

High-quality awning fabrics

front? Then the VertiTex II vertical awning from weinor is the right choice. The extremely

momentum

small cassette blends in unobtrusively with the look of the patio roof and house facade.

mélange

not crazy.

The patented weinor Opti-Flow-System® also ensures perfect fabric positioning. The
vertical awning even runs reliably and quietly with high winds – thanks to the three guide
versions zip, rail and rope.

Contemporary shading
The Sottezza II conservatory awning promises a pleasant climate on your patio.
The decorative sun protection is elegant, sleek, understated and easy to clean. As the
Sottezza II is fitted under the patio roof. This protects it from moisture and dirt leaving
the fabric attractive and clean.

Light and air permeable
The “screens by weinor®” collection
specially developed for the VertiTex II includes a large selection of attractive and
high-quality fabrics. Different degrees of
transparency and of how much air is
let through are possible, depending on
requirements.

Frame colour RAL 9006 | Decorative strips silver aluminium
VertiTex II: pattern 7-204

Frame colour WT 029/60740 | Sottezza II: pattern 3- 869

QUALITY &

COMFORT
Glass support system on the roof support:
View over the roof from the front

Pleasant warmth
The compact Tempura Quadra heating system
subtly blends into any architectural style. The
warming infrared rays can be felt as soon as the
system is switched on. A high degree of 91% efficiency is achieved due to the concentrated radiation thanks to strong reflectors.

The roof supports are also proven to be designed so stably and watertight that no water
can get under the roof at the transition.

Only from weinor: Operate
everything conveniently with
just one hand transmitter –
awnings, lighting, heating!

The latest frame colours

CERTIFICATE OF
AUTHENTICITY

Glass support with
integrated pitch

Premium quality
made in Germany

At weinor you can select from more
than 50 standard colours and over 150
other RAL colours. The powder coating
done in our in-house factory guarantees
colour fastness and a uniform gloss level.

Most definitely
an original product

Clever construction

High-quality and long-lasting

The roof support design is totally unique. A newly developed glass support system gua
rantees reliable drainage. At the same time, this allows for the cubic design to be produced
without any angled roof supports. As a result, an appropriate head clearance height is even
guaranteed with lower roof connection heights due to the design.

Terrazza Pure from weinor impresses due to its
statically tested and durable aluminium
construction. A complete coating of highquality paint even offers the profile edges and
stainless steel screws the very best protection
against corrosion and the weather.

Alternatively, you can also
operate every technical
element on your patio
using io-homecontrol®
from
*.

Convenient control

Terrazza Pure technical data
Max. roof width

7m

Max. roof depth

4m

Max. clearance height/
bottom edge of gutter

2.60 m (or 2.90 m)

Snow load

75 kg to 550 kg per m2

All the electrically operated components, such as
LED strips, the heating system and conservatory or
vertical awnings can be conveniently operated with
just one hand transmitter using the BiConnect
radio control from weinor. The lighting and Tempura
heating system are therefore virtually continuously
dimmable. It’s even possible to control them by
iPhone and iPad using the BiEasy app.
*	With io-homecontrol® from Somfy dimming and color change with
LED strips is not possible.

Patent no
EP 328801
EP 339559
EP 1564364
EP 1707736
EP 1936062
EP 1936061
EP 1939105
EP 2019346
EP 2072709
EP 2199484

weinor GmbH & Co. KG
Mathias-Brüggen-Straße 110
D-50829 Cologne | Germany
weinor.com

Your specialist weinor partner will be pleased to advise you:
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EP 2202376
EP 2383402
EP 2631386
EP 2826945
EP 3168410
EP 3228801
EP 3246500
EP 3299537
Gem GS.
004009249-0001

We reserve the right to make technical changes as well as changes in range and product portfolio.
For technical reasons, the colours may appear slightly different when printed. 1,000/0121/126538-0000 Z

weinor prints climate neutrally.
More information at: weinor.com/climate_neutral_print

Cover and back page photo:
  Frame colour WT 029/60740 | Decorative strip silver aluminium (cover)

